elaboration of a more general model of textual understanding, in which de Man shows that the thematic aspects of the texts— their assertions of truth and

is a thirty-three-year old Bahraini who has been held at Guantanamo Bay for more than five years. He has been in solitary confinement since the end of 2003

and The remnants of my body. Take photographs of my corpse at the grave, lonely. Send them to the world, To the judges and To the people of conscience, And

predicate our hopes and dreams toward survival and change,” these verses—some originally written in toothpaste, others scratched onto foam drinking cups

We understand paratext as the apparatus of graphic communication: title pages, prefaces, illustrations, marginalia, and publishing details which act as

devoting a chapter to Joseph Schumpeter's influential theory.

In particular, Elster considers neoclassical, evolutionary, and Marxist theories, whilst also

in which these two practices complement and extend each other. Filled with examples to help readers visualize the application of these concepts in practice,

attitude of self-mastery or self-transcendence as a response to the inevitable dangers of free speech, a troubled legacy that continues to inform ruling norms
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